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Chapters 14 & 15Chapters 14 & 15

Stress and feetStress and feet
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IntroductionIntroduction

 Stress: a property of syllables Stress: a property of syllables 
•• in languages like English in languages like English 

 Stressed syllables are louder and Stressed syllables are louder and 
longer than unstressed oneslonger than unstressed ones
•• and stressed vowels have higher and stressed vowels have higher pitch pitch 

(or a noticeable pitch (or a noticeable pitch changechange))

 Degrees of stress: primary, Degrees of stress: primary, 
secondarysecondary
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FeetFeet

 Syllables not the highest level of Syllables not the highest level of 
organizationorganization

 Syllables organized into feetSyllables organized into feet

 AmEAmE (‘(‘dicdic tiotio) () (nana ryry) : ) : two feettwo feet

•• primary and secondary stress (rhythm)primary and secondary stress (rhythm)

•• pitch pattern: visible in Praatpitch pattern: visible in Praat
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Stress in EnglishStress in English

 Is it possible to predict where stress falls Is it possible to predict where stress falls 
in English words?in English words?

 Difference between nouns and verbs!Difference between nouns and verbs!
-- nouns almost never have final stress, nouns almost never have final stress, 
e.g. e.g. raradio, dio, brobroccoli, ccoli, asasteriskterisk
-- verbs can have final stress: colverbs can have final stress: collapselapse, , 
mainmaintaintain, but: , but: propromisemise

 adjectives are in between: adjectives are in between: 
-- hohonest vs. ronest vs. robustbust
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English footEnglish foot

 English foot is a English foot is a trocheetrochee: a : a 
combination of two syllables of which combination of two syllables of which 
the first one is strong and the second the first one is strong and the second 
one is weak: (s w)one is weak: (s w)

•• in nouns: “skipping” the final syllablein nouns: “skipping” the final syllable

 unless it’s heavy: unless it’s heavy: comPUtercomPUter, , veRANdaveRANda

•• in verbs: on the last two syllables in verbs: on the last two syllables 

 Other important foot type: iamb Other important foot type: iamb 
(w s), e.g. French(w s), e.g. French
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Other feet in poetry, songsOther feet in poetry, songs

 DactylDactyl (s w (s w ww))

Lucy in the sky with diamondsLucy in the sky with diamonds
PicPicture yourture yourselfself in a in a boatboat on a on a ririverver

x    x    -- -- x    x    -- -- x      x      -- -- x x --

With With tantangerine gerine treestrees and and marmarmalade malade skiesskies

-- x    x    -- -- x     x     -- x    x    -- -- x    x    

SomeSomebody body callscalls you, you you, you ansanswer quite wer quite slowslowlyly

x     x     -- -- x     x     -- -- x    x    -- -- x   x   --

A A girlgirl with kawith kaleileidoscope doscope eyeseyes

-- x     x     -- -- x x -- -- x                   x                   musicmusic
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Other metrical feetOther metrical feet

 AnapestAnapest (w (w ww s)s)

'Twas'Twas the night before Christmas,      (1823)the night before Christmas,      (1823)
-- -- x     x     -- -- x     x     --

when all through the housewhen all through the house
-- x      x      -- -- xx

Not a creature was stirring, Not a creature was stirring, 
-- -- x    x    -- -- x    x    --

not even a mouse;not even a mouse;
-- x  x  -- -- x      x      videovideo
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Other metrical feetOther metrical feet

 SpondaicSpondaic: : bothboth syllables are stressed, in syllables are stressed, in 
a disyllabic foota disyllabic foot

From John Milton's From John Milton's Paradise Lost Paradise Lost (1667):(1667):

ROCKS, CAVES | LAKES, FENS | ROCKS, CAVES | LAKES, FENS | 

BOGS, DENS | BOGS, DENS | 

and SHADES | of DEATHand SHADES | of DEATH

audioaudio (21:40)(21:40)

----the lip of TANTALUS. Thus roving onthe lip of TANTALUS. Thus roving on
In In confus'dconfus'd march forlorn, march forlorn, thth' ' adventrousadventrous BandsBands
With With shuddringshuddring horror pale, and eyes horror pale, and eyes agastagast
View'dView'd first first thirthir lamentable lot, and foundlamentable lot, and found
No rest: through many a dark and No rest: through many a dark and dreariedrearie VaileVaile
They They pass'dpass'd, and many a Region dolorous,, and many a Region dolorous,
O'reO're many a Frozen, many a many a Frozen, many a FierieFierie AlpeAlpe,,
Rocks, Caves, Lakes, Fens, Bogs, Dens, and Rocks, Caves, Lakes, Fens, Bogs, Dens, and 

shades of death,shades of death,
A Universe of death, which God by curseA Universe of death, which God by curse
Created evil, for evil only good,Created evil, for evil only good,
Where all life dies, death lives, and nature Where all life dies, death lives, and nature 

breeds,breeds,
Perverse, all monstrous, all prodigious things,Perverse, all monstrous, all prodigious things,
Abominable, Abominable, inutterableinutterable, and worse, and worse
Then Fables yet have Then Fables yet have feign'dfeign'd, or fear , or fear conceiv'dconceiv'd,,
GORGONS and HYDRA'S, and CHIMERA'S dire.GORGONS and HYDRA'S, and CHIMERA'S dire. 1111 1212

Poetry and languagePoetry and language

 The trochee and the iamb are often The trochee and the iamb are often 
used in stress systems in languagesused in stress systems in languages

 E.g. French: final iamb (w s)E.g. French: final iamb (w s)

 Exercises: analyse different systemsExercises: analyse different systems

•• what foot type? L/R of the word?what foot type? L/R of the word?

•• role of syllable quantityrole of syllable quantity

 Other (poetic) foot types not usedOther (poetic) foot types not used

•• why?why?

•• crosscross--linguistic study of poetic feet?linguistic study of poetic feet?
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ExtrametricalityExtrametricality

 Antepenultimate stress in Macedonian:Antepenultimate stress in Macedonian:

•• last syllable doesn’t countlast syllable doesn’t count

(s  w) (s  w) --

be se be se dada tata ‘the lecture’‘the lecture’

 Just like nouns in English Just like nouns in English 
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ConclusionConclusion

 Stress: relation between syllables Stress: relation between syllables 

 Important to organize words into Important to organize words into 
structurestructure

•• processing, psycholinguistics processing, psycholinguistics 

 Main foot types: trochee, iambMain foot types: trochee, iamb

•• poetic feet (English, other languages?)poetic feet (English, other languages?)

•• primary and secondary stressprimary and secondary stress
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HomeworkHomework

 Read chapter 14 carefully. Chapter 15 is Read chapter 14 carefully. Chapter 15 is 
optionaloptional

 Think carefully about English stress, Think carefully about English stress, 
collecting as many examples as you cancollecting as many examples as you can
•• what are the rules?what are the rules?
•• what are the exceptions?what are the exceptions?

 Do exercises Qs 129, 131, 132 (others up Do exercises Qs 129, 131, 132 (others up 
to 142 are optional)to 142 are optional)

 Thank youThank you


